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News
SUNDAY | MID-WEEK | EVENTS

Sunday Hub
The youth are welcomed into the first
part of the morning service before
leaving for their HUB. We enjoy
breakfast together before delving
more deeply into biblical studies and
issues surrounding Christianity and
young people today.
Group leaders: Tim Green, Louise
Harrison, Mark Pomroy and Dan
Redfern.

Welcome to our Newsletter
Welcome to our Spring / Summer Edition of LMC Youth News!
Thank you for taking the time to catch up with what we are doing with
the youth in your church - Inside this issue you will find plenty of
information about what has been going on and you will find out plans
for the coming months.
If you’ve been a part of LMC Youth work over the last couple of
months then I want to say a BIG THANK YOU for all you have done.
Thanks and God bless
Tim

Music Hub
A hub for the musically inclined
amongst our youth. Headed up by Tim
Green, Matt Harrison, Katherine
Harrison and Lucy Rogers.

Weird HUBstances
A HUB for those who want to sit, chill,
have a hot drink, chat and play board
games. Currently attracting about 15
young people. Headed up by Tim
Green, Mark Pomroy, Louise Harrison
and Fiona Dilley.

Yellow HUBmarine
A HUB for those who like to do more
active things, based out of the sports
hall and table tennis table. Currently
attracting up to about 20 people.
Headed up by Tim Green, Josh
Thornhill, Richard Jukes and Graham
Martin

Our youth work at LMC is based around missional communities. Each
community is called a HUB and is based around a shared interest or
activity. We build relationships with all the members of the HUB,
engage them with the good news of Jesus and commission them to
continue their faith journey. Our leaders say; it’s about getting
alongside the young people where they are in life, to develop trusting
and meaningful relationships with them. Spiritually we aim to engage
them with what the Good News of Jesus means in our lives today so
that they may start seeing what it means for them and what becoming
a Christian actually means.
We now have 3 weekday evening hubs and 1 Sunday morning hub.
These hubs are designed to serve a wide range of young people with
different interests and backgrounds. Read a little description of them
all to the left.
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Soul Survivor 2017

Spring / Summer 2017

The Importance of Youth Work at LMC.
Hi Fiona Dilley here,I wanted to find somewhere to share some
of the amazing things that the leaders and I have been seeing
through the new missional communities. Hence me nabbing
this space on the Spring / Summer newsletter
In recent months the format has changed for our Wednesday
night youth club, now it's currently ran as two hubs meeting at
the church same time but in different areas of the building
accommodating the needs of each group.

Friday 25th August Tuesday 29th August
We already have a fantastic bunch of
young people and leaders booked to go to
SOUL SURVIVOR this year - and it's going
to be FABtastic!!
It's definitely not too late for you to let us
know you want to come. We always have a
fantastic - God filled time and we wouldn't
want YOU to miss out.
The cost at this time is £115 pp (there is a
fund we can access if this is a struggle - for
any reason.)
If you'd like to come or you just want a little
bit more info, do talk to Tim - any time!!

Sunday Hub, Church begins at
10:30 then the Hub begins with
breakfast (toast, pancakes etc)
and we have discussion based
learning.
Musical Hub
Monday evening 7:45 for
anyone 11+ into music!
Weird Hubstances (Hub1)
Table-top games + Chill & Chat
Wednesday evening 7:30-9pm
Yellow Hubmarine (Hub2)
Big games, Sports hall, Xbox etc
Wednesday Evening -

For me it's been a journey of taking risks and trusting in the
vision Tim shared so that we can identify better with the young
people that come and to deepen our relationships with them.
So by understanding their interests the hubs were formed. I'm
lucky to be in the more mature sedate group! In our hub there
are a group that play board games and the group I normally sit
with that enjoy a good natter, with "Uno" thrown in for good
measure. Over these months I've had the privilege of being
asked to share some really personal journeys that these young
people are grappling with from discussion on how to deal with
testing friendship, to building their self confidence and helping
them to open up about feelings of self harming or how to
handle understanding their own sexuality. I really believe that
without the structure that we now work under I wouldn't have
been able to get personal with these young people or had the
opportunity to share my beliefs, or my own stories and the
struggles I've encountered during my life.
I look at some of these young people and the struggles they
have and hope and pray that when my children are older they
have someone, or some space where they can feel listened to,
valued and loved for who they are. Because more and more I
see the mounting pressure our young people face and see how
hard and lonely a place the world can be.
Wednesday night has become for me a fun enlightening
evening where I feel privileged to serve God, I'm also very
grateful for the way God has clearly resourced me to journey
and 'do life' with the young people that come week by week.
My challenge to you would be to think about whether this a
place you are being called to be. It doesn't have to be every
week and the different hubs caterer for different gifts. The hubs
are growing which is brilliant but to be effective in our ministry
we need the support of more leaders. Come along for an
evening see if it grabs you!

7:30-9pm
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